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he woodland garden at Greencombe is a model
of what can be achieved by patience,
perseverance and skill on what, in many ways,
was a less than promising site. Created by
Joan Loraine over half a century, from 1966 until her
death at 91 in 2016, it consists of 3.5 wooded acres,
which run along a steeply-sloping north-facing
Somerset hillside near Porlock. Due to its situation, the
garden loses the sun completely for much of the winter,
and Joan always insisted that it was by nature almost
soil-less as well, having ‘just stones and centuries of
leaf-mould.’
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By the modest house are three equally modest terraces
and a roughly grand-piano-shaped lawn. Beyond, to
the west, is the main garden, in the form of three
gradually narrowing sections of woodland, known
unsurprisingly as First Wood, Middle Wood and Far
Wood. Although the previous owner had begun a
garden here, what visitors see today is very much
Joan’s creation, and she was always characteristically
very clear about the principles which guided her. It
Erythronium ‘Citronella’
was the garden’s ‘rhythm’ which she insisted was
essential – and that was something created not by ‘the
setting up of a brilliant master plan’ but by ‘the frequent minor decisions that you have to make.’
Decisions, for instance, about where to put one plant or how to prune another, or which of two
plants to sacrifice for the garden’s greater good. And each of those decisions ‘either maintains the
rhythm of the garden or lets it go.’

Glorious azaleas line the paths in late spring

One way of creating and maintaining that ‘rhythm’ was to respect the natural terrain and allow the
garden to fit into it, rather than to impose a design upon it. Joan used to say of Greencombe that,
‘It belongs in its surroundings, follows the contours of the land, and makes its own world’.
Indeed, maintaining the balance of that intermingling – through those ‘frequent minor decisions’ –
was for her a large part of gardening. At least, her sort of gardening; the sort in which the garden
appears to have ‘just happened,’ but is in fact the result of continuous scrutiny and scrupulous
maintenance.
Even Greencombe’s paths, for example, are narrow and winding, and as unobtrusive as possible.
There is over a mile of them in the woodland, each with its own evocative name, such as Fox,
Badger, Hare or Mouse. Of course, since the garden’s ‘own world’ is a complex intermingling of
plants from around the real world, it is in a way an imaginary world: one that could only exist
within the continually evolving work of art that is a good garden.
Joan spent years studying the varying flowering times and colours of her azaleas, before finally
feeling she knew them well enough to move and position them so that they created effective
colour-combinations. In the same way, the seed-grown specimens of tender, scented Rhododendron
lindleyi, which line one of the paths in First Wood, were painstakingly pruned for decades to create
good, upright shapes.
It is a measure of her success that, although
the garden contains four National
Collections, each rigorously ordered, each
fits so seamlessly into the overall pattern
that their existence would be easily missed
by anyone not paying close attention.
Perhaps the most eye-catching is the
Erythronium collection. The species, many
of which Joan collected in the wild, are
arranged above a path, ordered from east
to west according to their places of origin.
The cultivars are placed below the path, as
close as possible to their seed-parents
(though Joan would cheerfully confess that
assessing parentage ‘sometimes involves a
degree of guesswork!’).

Erythronium ‘Ian Fisher’

The collections devoted to two closely related groups of rhododendron relatives - Gaultheria and
Vaccinium - are ordered in the same east-to-west way. She was a passionate advocate of the virtues
of these unshowy and unfashionable shrubs since, given conditions they like (acid soil and a
modicum of sun), ‘they have the happy gift of always looking neat, inevitable and at home.’ The
final National Collection here is Polystichum, both the foreign species - arranged geographically and the almost innumerable varieties of the native P. setiferum, arranged according to the degree of
complexity of their variation, from the simplest to the most complex.

Joan attributed the rude health of the four collections, and thousands of other plants – shrubs such
as rhododendrons, azaleas, magnolias, camellias and roses, as well as smaller woodland plants
such as primroses, anemones, hellebores, trilliums and tricyrtis – to her intensive programme of
soil feeding and improvement, which she maintained on strictly organic lines for more than four
decades. As she often pointed out, she was an organic gardener long before it became fashionable.
She used no sprays or artificial fertilisers. Instead, each year tons of leaves were (and still are)
swept up and barrowed into three pairs of huge pits, dug out of the hillside along the garden’s
lowest path to make them less visually intrusive. Turned from one pit into another – ‘sides to
centre, top to bottom, any wet day after midsummer, with dry wood-ash added’ – the leaves are
ready for use as leaf-mould by the following year.
Being organic was an essential element of what Joan termed ‘intrinsic’ gardening, in which the
garden becomes virtually a closed system, supplying its own compost, leaf-mould and wood-ash,
providing sub-soil for paths, wood for buildings, and including a wide range of plants covering a
broad spectrum of ages, from juvenile to mature. It is characteristic of Joan that the chapel she had
built in the garden (she converted to Catholicism as a young woman) was made by local craftsmen
using Greencombe’s own timber, and positioned close to (as if in symbiotic relationship with) that
sextet of compost pits.
In Joan’s own words, ‘An intrinsic garden is sustainable. It is the opposite of an immediate garden.
And it is not a garden you simply view from a fixed point. It is one you can only experience fully
by walking into and through it.’
Notes
Over the years, Joan Loraine contributed many articles to the garden journal Hortus, including a substantial
quartet on her travels to see and collect erythroniums in the wild. Visit the website www.hortus.co.uk, enter
her name in the search box and a full list will appear. Most are still available, at modest prices.

Joan also wrote and self-published two booklets based on the garden, both of which were available to
visitors during her lifetime, and I believe still are. They are Greencombe, The First Fifty Years, 1946-1996 and
Letters to My Nephew on Intrinsic Gardening at Greencombe (2005). It was that nephew, Robert Schmidt, who
inherited the garden after her death, and still keeps it open to the public. For details see the website at
www.greencombe.org.
Her life was discussed on the BBC Radio 4 programme The Last Word on 3rd April 2016, which is available
online and includes archive recordings of Joan herself.
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